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9 paid bids

6 of the PAID bids will be awarded to the National 
Champions in each of the following Senior Club divisions: 

· L6 Small Senior  
· L6 Medium Senior  
· L6 Large Senior  
· L6 Senior Small Coed  
· L6 Senior Medium Coed 
· L6 Senior Large Coed 

In the event that a National Champion team already has 
a PAID bid, that PAID bid will be passed down to the next 
highest scoring team in that division without a PAID bid, 
provided that team places in the top 5 of their division. 

2 of the PAID bids will be awarded to the highest scoring 
National Champion without a PAID bid from the following 
divisions: 

· L6 XS Senior  
· L6 XS Coed 

1 of the PAID bids will be awarded to the highest scoring 
National Champion without a PAID bid from the remaining  
L6 Worlds bid divisions.

extra paid bids

The first of any extra PAID bids still available once the above 
process is complete will be awarded to the next highest 
scoring National Champion across all L6 Worlds division. 

Any extra PAID bids will be awarded at judges’ discretion 
across all L6 Worlds divisions.  

*In the event that a non-US team wins the National Champion title, 
the 2nd place team will be treated like a National Champion when 
considering bid eligibility.

27 at-large bids

The highest-scoring team without a bid in every Worlds 
eligible division will be guaranteed an AT-LARGE bid

extra at-large bids

Any extra AT-LARGE bids will be awarded in the judges’ 
discretion across all Worlds eligible divisions. Teams who 
place in the Top 15 of their division will be given priority.

tie breaker policy

In the event that there is a tie for a Worlds bid based on score, 
the following Tie-Breaker policy will apply:

· The bid will be awarded to the team with the least amount of 
deductions for Performance 2.

· If the deductions for Performance 2 are equal or zero, the 
team with the least amount of deductions for Performance 1 
will be awarded the bid.

· If the deductions for Performance 1 are equal or zero, the bid 
will be awarded to the team with the highest Performance 2 
score in the Overall Impression category.

· If the Performance 2 Overall Impression category scores 
remain equal, the bid will be awarded to the team with 
the highest scoring Performance 1 score in the Overall 
Impression category. 

· If the Performance 1 Overall Impression category scores 
remain equal, the tie will be broken by the Judges’ Choice.  

Teams who earn a PAID bid will receive monies directly from Varsity 
All Star to be applied to their Worlds registration. If a team either 
decides not to attend Worlds or Worlds is canceled for any reason, 
PAID bid money will need to be returned to Varsity All Star.


